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ABOUT JACKIE COLLINS. Jackie Collins is one of the world's top-selling novelists. With over million copies of her
books sold in more than 40 countries and 32 New York Times bestsellers to her credit, she is known for giving her
readers an unrivaled insider's knowledge of Hollywood and the glamorous lives (and loves) of the rich, famous, and
infamous!

Jacqueline Jill Collins was born in London on October 4, She was the daughter of a theatrical agent. Jackie
was the older sister of Bill Collins but younger than her sister Joan Collins who became an actress. When
Jackie was expelled from school at the age of 15, she threw her uniform and never went back. Her first novel,
The World is full of Married Men sent shock waves across the English reading audience. The novel was
banned in Australia and South Africa for its bold sexual content. The scandalous reputation of her first novel
boosted sales of the second. The Stud like her first novel appeared on bestsellers list. Collins now explored
organized crime writing and published Lovehead in This genre later brought her great success. Her seventh
novel, The Bitch was also released during this time. After permanently moving to Los Angeles in s, Collins
wrote the first Santangelo novel, Chances which was based upon the character of the strikingly beautiful
Lucky Santangelo. Her new life and people in the center of Hollywood became inspiration for her most
successful novel. Hollywood Wives which sold 15 million copies worldwide and topped the bestsellers list of
The New York Times. Hollywood Wives went on to become an equally successful television series in
Hollywood Husbands was published in after a second Santangelo novel titled Lucky followed by Rock Star
After her third Santangelo novel, Lady Boss , Collins worked on writing and co-producing the television series
Lucky Chances based on her previous two Santangelo novels. Lady Boss was also adapted to screen in a
mini-series in Collins continued publishing bestsellers during the 90s including American Star , Hollywood
Kids and Vendetta: Eight more bestsellers were released in the s which included Lethal Seduction ,
Hollywood Wives: Twice married, Collins has a daughter from her first husband and two more daughters from
a second husband. She now resides in a self-designed mansion in Beverly Hills. Bluebook Style Jackie
Collins, https: Write About Jackie Collins.
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Jacqueline Jill Collins OBE (4 October - 19 September ) was an English romance www.nxgvision.com moved to Los
Angeles in the s and spent most of her career there.

She has written over 29 novels all of which made the New York Times bestseller lists that have sold million
copies all across the world. She has endured herself to readers, because of her insider knowledge of
Hollywood and decadent sexual material. She is the youngest daughter of Joseph Collins, a theater agent, and
Elsa Bessant. Her older sister was the legendatry American actress, Joan Collins. Collins attended the Francis
Holland School in London, where she became known for her erotic story telling. Classmates would pay the
young Collins money for original stories. For unknown reasons, Collins was expelled from Francis Holland at
age 15, and protested the expulsion by throwing her school uniform into the Thames River. During this time,
she reportedly had an affair with 29 year old, Marlon Brando. Jackie Collins is one of the most popular
authors the world has ever known. Her books have sold more than million copies across the globe and have
been translated in over 40 languages. At 15, she became popular amongst her peers for her decadent and
salacious writing style. Its unabashed sexuality and dealings with the double standard women face in society,
became a Joan Collins signature. Hit after scandalous hit followed, until Collins published Hollywood Wives
â€” a 1 bestseller. My characters are actually toned down â€” the truth is way more bizarre. She received
critical acclaim with Hollywood Kids, a true to life story of the children of the rich and famous. She then
began writing serial novels. One of her first was the popular, L. Connections series which she published every
month. Her books, Hollywood Wives and Hollywood Wives â€” The New Generation, were sotries about how
women use power, sex, success and love in Hollywood across multiple generations. The Lucky Series
Throughout her career, Jackie Collins has brought a plethora of beautiful, rich, strong, and downright
scandalous characters to life. But none of them have made the same impression or have had the longevity of
Lucky Santangelo in the Santangelo series. The series is based on the lives, loves, and businesses of an
Italian-American family. The series also explores their sometimes violent rivalries with the Kassari and
Bonnatti families. Lucky is the brave and non-traditional daughter of Gino Santangelo and Maria Grazione.
Chances This first novel in the series serves an introduction to the Santangelo family. It is divided into three
parts. The first part takes place in the middle of a blackout in New York City, where Lucky Santangelo tries to
keep her father from returning to the city. The second part focuses on Gino Santangelo and his life from the
time he was a boy, to the present as a big time mob boss. The last part introduces Carrie Berkley and her son
Steven. Lucky The second novel in the series delves into the life of Lucky Santangelo. Wild, beautiful, and
strong, Lucky makes and breaks relationships from Vegas to the Greek Isles. She owns a casino in Las Vegas
and is not afraid to throw around her rich and dangerous family name to get what and who she wants. The
book explores her life, loves, and sets the foundation for a great ride. Film and Television Adaptations Jackie
Collins has had several of her novels adapted for television and film, as fans yearned to see their favorite
characters on television. It was another hit for NBC. In , she hosted her own daily talk show, where she
interviewed a multitude of stars including Jennifer Lopez and George Clooney. Jackie Collins is a writer,
producer, director and actress in her own right. Her books have sold hundreds of millions of copies throughout
the world and have entertained and thrilled audiences in more than 40 languages. This author is truly as
original as her books and movies. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher when he
decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with the last
name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live there?
Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail
below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured
Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has
written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series.
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Jackie Collins was born on October 4, in London, England as Jacqueline Jill Collins. She was an actress and writer,
known for Danger Man (), The Saint () and Compact ().

After minor appearances in such television series as Danger Man and The Saint , Collins gave up on pursuing
an acting career, although she did play briefly on the television series Minder in It also made the best-seller
lists. She co-wrote the screenplay for The Stud , based on her second book; the film starred her older sister
Joan as the gold-digging adulteress Fontaine Khaled. And yes, I know so many of them. I loved writing about
them, and you love reading about them. With age comes experience. She said, "If you wish to be successful,
there is a place you should be at a certain time. And Los Angeles in the s was it. It introduced one of her
best-known characters, Lucky Santangelo , the "dangerously beautiful" daughter of a gangster. Although
credited as a "creative consultant", Collins later stated that she was never consulted during production and that
she did not agree with some of the casting choices. She also published the novel Thrill and wrote a four-part
series of mini-novels, called L. Connections, to be released in a newspaper every six weeks and which
introduced a new heroine in the form of investigative journalist Madison Castelli. In , she published
Hollywood Wives: Collins was credited as an executive producer. Connections series of mini-novels, was
made by Amber Entertainment in association with the UK supermarket chain Tesco. Collins served as
co-producer, and three more Connections movies with the Madison Castelli character are planned. British by
birth and U. The wedding took place in the home of her sister Joan and her husband at the time, Anthony
Newley. Collins and Lerman had two daughters, Tiffany born and Rory born Lerman died in from prostate
cancer. I have all of that now. I fall in love with my characters. They become me, and I become them. She
reportedly informed her sister Joan Collins two weeks before she died [55] [56] and flew from Los Angeles to
London to appear on the ITV chat show Loose Women nine days before her death.
Chapter 4 : Jackie Collins () - Find A Grave Memorial
The latest Tweets from Jackie Collins (@jackiejcollins). Kick-ass writer!. Hollywood, CA.

Chapter 5 : Books by Jackie Collins (Author of Lucky)
Jackie Collins. , likes Â· talking about this. Jackie Collins is the author of 32 books. The Santangelos is her most recent
release and is an.

Chapter 6 : Jackie Collins | Biography, Books and Facts
The Rock Star and the Lifeguard (Short Story) The Rock Star and the Lifeguard is my favorite short story - I originally
wrote it for Rolling Stone Magazine.

Chapter 7 : Jackie Collins | British-born author | www.nxgvision.com
There have been many imitators, but only Jackie Collins can tell you what really goes on in the fastest lane of all. From
Beverly Hills bedrooms to a raunchy prowl along the streets of Hollywood; from glittering rock parties and concerts to
stretch limos More about Jackie Collins.
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There have been many imitators, but only Jackie Collins can tell you what really goes on in the fastest lane of all. From
Beverly Hills bedrooms to a rau.
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k Followers, Following, Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Jackie Collins (@jackiejcollins).
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